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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Consider the following recurrence
x s l ? x q V x , n s 0, 1, 2, . . .nq1 n n 1 . x s x ,0
where the x 's belong to a certain linear space X over the field of realn
numbers R, V is a linear operator on X, and l g R is fixed. If V is
 .assumed to be small in the sense yet to be made precise , then one may
 .think of 1 as a perturbation of the problem y s l ? y , y s x. It isnq1 n 0
 .expected then that the behavior of the perturbed sequence x resemblesn
 .that of y . Our main result, stated below and proved in Section 1, is an
new instance of this familiar situation.
 .  .THEOREM 1. Suppose that x satisfies 1 and that c : X ª R is ann
arbitrary linear functional. If either
 . <  kq1 .  k . <U lim lim sup c V x rc V x s 0, ork ª` nª` n n
 .  kq1 .  k .  k .P lim c V x rc V x s 0 and l ) 0, c V x ) 0, k sk ª` 0 0 0
0, 1, 2 . . . ,
then
lim c x rc x s l. .  .nq1 n
nª`
The usefulness of Theorem 1 may be seen in the context of the
 . w xwaveform relaxation WR method as considered in 1 . While the reader
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w xshould consult 1 for the details, let us recall that it deals with an initial
X .value problem for a functional-differential system of the form y t s
  . X .. w x  . df t, y ? , y ? , where t g a, b and y t g R . The functional f takes as
w x arguments functions defined over a , b for some a F a thus allowing for
.delays and is assumed to satisfy the following Lipshitz condition with
5 5 w xL G 0, 1 ) K G 0, and ? standing for the sup-norm over a, t ,t
5 5 5 5f t , y ? , z ? y f t , y ? , z ? F L y y y q K z y z , 2 .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä Ät t
w xfor any continuous functions y, y, z, z, and t g a, b .Ä Ä
The idea of the WR method is in decoupling the system by exploiting an
initial approximation to the solution}which allows for parallel numerical
integration of the different components}and then bootstrapping this
procedure to construct an iterative scheme that renders consecutive ap-
proximations to the true solution. For example, by totally decoupling the
components of y the WR Gauss]Jacobi iteration is obtained,
z n. t s f t , y ny1. ? , . . . , y ny1. ? , y n. ? , y ny1. ? , . . . , y ny1. ? , .  .  .  .  .  .i i 1 iy1 i iq1 d
z ny1. ? , . . . , z ny1. ? , z n. ? , z ny1. ? , . . . , z ny1. ? , .  .  .  .  . .1 iy1 i iq1 d
n. .  . n. . w xi s 1, . . . , d, where z t s drdt y t , t g a, b , and n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
 . n. . 5 n. 5 5 n. .  .5From 2 , the error ¨ t [ z y z [ sup z s y z st aF sF t
n. n. n. .  .   ..satisfies a bound ¨ t F u t exp A t y a where u is defined via
  . w x.iteration see 2.4 in 1
tn. ny1. ny1.u t s Ku t q M u s ds, n g N, 3 .  .  .  .H
a
0. 0. .  .   ..with the initial value u t s ¨ t exp yA t y a and A, M ) 0 some
constants. In further reduction, the sequence
i nyin M t y a K . .nn.s t s , 4 .  .  /i i!is0
 .which is exactly the solution of 3 for the initial data equal to 1, is used for
n. n. 0. .  .  .the majorization u t F Z s t , Z [ sup ¨ t ; and the lin-0 0 aF t F b
ear convergence of the WR method derives from the following theorem.
 w x. n. .  .THEOREM 2 Theorem 2 in 1 . If s t is defined by 4 , then, for any
w xt g a, b ,
lim s nq1. t rs n. t s K . .  .
nª`
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 .  .The key iteration 3 is clearly an instance of 1 with l s K and
V s VVol.,
tVol.V x t s x s ds, t G a, .  .H
a
n.  . w xand s s x under the initial condition x t s 1, t g a, b . By takingn 0
for c the functional of evaluation at a fixed instant t, Theorem 1 yields
 .Theorem 2 provided we can verify, say, hypothesis P . For this we
calculate
kq1t y a r k q 1 ! .  .
kq1 kV 1 t rV 1 t s s t y a r k q 1 ª 0. .  .  .  .  .  .kt y a rk! .
In this way Theorem 2 is a manifestation of a more general phe-
nomenon regarding quotient-con¨ ergence factors}as the limits involved are
w xoften referred to, see Definition 9.1.1 in 3 . One advantage of this
 .approach may be that it applies to the iteration 3 with less stringent
 .initial conditions deprived of an explicit formula like 4 . Indeed, the
following fact, proved in Section 2, verifies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 in
.the WR context under more general circumstances.
 .  . Vol.FACT 1. If x t is defined by 1 with V s V and l ) 0, thenn
kq1 klim sup V x t rV x t s 0, .  . 4n n
kª` ngN
under either of the two following assumptions on the initial condition
 .  .  .i x t is non-decreasing and positi¨ e for t g a, b ;0
 .  .  . w .ii x 0 / 0 and x t is continuous for t g a, b .0 0
Finally, let us note here that it is standard and much easier to show a
weaker form of Theorem 2 concerning the root-con¨ergence factors see
w x. n.Definition 9.2.1 in 3 . Namely, for x s s and l s K, we haven
n
lim x t s l.’  .n
nª`
The limit on the left-hand side is, in fact, equal to the spectral radius
 Vol.. Vol. Vol.r T of T [ l ? Id q V with respect to the sup-norm over the
w x  w x .interval a, t . This follows, for example, from Theorem 9.1 in 2 . Thus,
we recognize the above equality as an insance of the following well known
 .theorem: if l is a scalar and V is a linear operator with r V s 0, then
 .r l ? Id q V s l. One may think of Theorem 1 as an analog of the above
result. Actually, for the spectral radius a more general statement holds: if
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 .  .L and V are two commuting linear operators and r V s 0, then r L q V
 .s r L . This is an immediate consequence of sub-additivity of the spectral
 w x.radius on commuting operators see, e.g., 2, Chap. 2, Eq. 5.2 .
Nevertheless, the analogous statement for the quotient-con¨ ergence fac-
tors is most likely not true. More specifically, there should be a linear
space X, two commuting linear operators L and V, a linear functional c
 . nand x g X , such that, for x [ L q V x, the quotientsn
 kq1 .  k .  kq1 .  k .c V x rc V x and c L x rc L x converge uniformly in n ton n n n
 .  .l and 0, respectively, but the c x rc x 's do not converge to l. Thenq1 n
author does not know any such examples.
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 .  .Let us first argue that hypothesis P implies hypothesis U . By the
binomial formula, we have
n nn nyj jx s l q V x s l V x . 5 .  .n 0 0 /j
js0
 kq1 ..  k ..Inserting this formula into c V x rc V x we get a quo-n n
tient of two sums. Since all the terms are positive, we can domin-
ate it by the maximum of quotients of corresponding terms, i.e.,
n   jqkq1 .  jqk .4  .max c V x rc V x . Now, hypothesis P implies that thesejs0 0 0
 .maxima converge to 0 as k tends to infinity} U follows.
In what follows we will prove the assertion of Theorem 1 under hypothe-
 .sis U . Note that we may assume that l s 1. Indeed, otherwise one can
force this condition by substitution x [ lyn ? x . SetÄn n
x [ Vk x , k , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .n , k n
 .From 1 we have
x s x q x , k , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 6 .nq1, k n , k n , kq1
 .  .So, to investigate the quotients c x rc x we may represent themnq1, k n, k
as 1 q d , wheren, k
d [ c x rc x . .  .n , k n , kq1 n , k
We have to prove that d converges to zero as n ª `.n, 0
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 .Using 6 one can see that the d 's satisfy the recurrence equationn, k
1 q dn , kq1
d s d ? . 7 .nq1, k n , k 1 q dn , k
This kind of recurrence relation guarantees strong ties between the limit
behavior of the two sequences involved. The following lemma, which we
prove later, is critical for our argument.
LEMMA 1. If a ) y1, n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , and reals z satisfyn n
1 q an
z s z ? , 8 .nq1 n 1 q zn
 4  4then min 0, lim inf a F lim inf z F lim sup z F max 0, lim sup a .n n n n
Denote lim sup d and lim inf d by dq and dy, respectively.nª` n, k nª` n, k k k
 . q yAssumption U of Theorem 1 guarantees that lim d s lim d s 0.k ª` k k ª` k
In particular, for sufficiently large k, dy ) y1, and we can use Lemma 1kq1
with a [ d and z [ d to conclude thatn n, kq1 n n, k
min dy , 0 F min dy, 0 F max dq, 0 F max dq , 0 . 4  4  4  4kq1 k k kq1
Note that necessarily dy) y1, so we can get analogous inequalities with kk
replaced by k y 1 by invoking Lemma 1 again with a [ d , z [ d .n n, k n n, ky1
Repeating this k times leads to
min dy, 0 F min dy, 0 F max dq, 0 F max dq, 0 . 4  4  4  4k 0 0 k
In the limit k ª `, we get dqs lim dqs 0 and dys lim dys 0.0 k ª` k 0 k ª` k
This ends the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Lemma 1. First let us make a technical observation that, due
to a ) y1, we have z ) y1 for large enough n. Indeed, if for some nn n 0
 .  ..we have z - y1, then z s z ? 1 q a r 1 q z G 1 q a ) 0.n n q1 n n n n0 0 0 0 0 0
 .On the other hand, again from 8 , we see that once z ) 0, then z ) 0n nqk
for k s 1, 2, 3, . . . .
 .If z converged, then, by passing to the limit in 8 , we would see that son
does a and lim a s lim z }we would be done.n n n
Denote by I the interval with the endpoints a , 0 and let I be ann n
arbitrary interval such that min I - lim inf min I F lim sup max I -n n
max I. Clearly I ; I for large n. We would be done if we could see thatn
almost all z sit in I. Let us assume for now the following claim.n
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CLAIM 1. The following alternati¨ e holds for z ) y1:n
U . if z f I , then z F z ;n n nq1 n
UU . if z g I , then z F z F max I .n n n nq1 nq1
Observe that, if for some large n , z g I, then either z - min I or0 n n q10 0
z g I. Indeed, otherwise z G min I and z f I, which meansn q1 n q1 n q10 0 0
U . UU .that z ) max I. This however is incompatible with neither norn q10
U .of Claim 1. Moreover, once z - min I then by we have z F z Fn nq1 n
min I, so, by induction, z - min I for almost all z 's.n n
In this way, if z hits I and subsequently leaves it, then z never comesn n
back to I again. Thus, either almost all z sit in I and we are done, orn
U .almost all z lie outside I. In the later case, by , we see that z isn n
non-increasing, so it is convergent}and we are done as well.
 .  .Proof of Claim 1. According to 8 we have z s f z , wherenq1 a nn
 .  .  .f z [ 1 q a zr 1 q z . For a ) y1, this map has two fixed pointsa
z s 0 and z s a. If I is the interval with endpoints at these fixed points
 .  .and z ) y1, then f z G z for z g I, and f z F z for z f I. Simplea a
verification is left for the reader.
The proof of Lemma 1 is technical. One can gain an intuitive picture of
what is going on by thinking of z as lying on the circle of real numbersn
 . with ` that is acted upon by the Mobius transformations f z [ 1 qÈ a
.  .a zr 1 q z , a s a ) y1. Each of these transformations has dynamicsn
depicted in Fig. 1. Of course the fact that the a 's are not constant addsn
difficulty to understanding how points z move along the circle, but onen
 .thing which should be fairly clear at least for small a 's is the following:n
as n increases, z either goes once around the circle and then must stayn
FIG. 1. Action of iterates of f on the points of the circle of reals.a
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 4  4near max 0, a , or it persists near min 0, a . This is, very roughly, the idean n
of Lemma 1.
Let us indicate here that, if one is interested only in the case where a 'sn
  . w x.and z 's are positive as encountered in hypothesis ii or 1 , thenn
Lemma 1 has the following stronger analogue with a more esthetic proof.
 .LEMMA 2 Positive Case . If a ) 0, n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , and z ) 0 satisfyn n
1 q an
z s z ? , 9 .nq1 n 1 q zn
then lim inf a F lim inf z F lim sup z F lim sup a .n n n n
Proof of Lemma 2. Choose a , a arbitrarily so that lim sup a - a ,q y n q
 .  .lim inf a ) a . If the sequence z had a limit, 9 would yieldy y n
1 q lim inf a 1 q lim sup an n
lim z F lim z F lim z ,n n n1 q lim z 1 q lim zn n
and we would be done by comparison of the numerators and denominators
 .above. Dividing term by term in 9 , we get
 4  4min a , z F z F max a , z .n n nq1 n n
Let us deal with lim sup-part of our lemma}for the lim inf-part the
analogous argument works. If z F a for some large n, then z Fn q nq1
 4max a , z F a . Repeating this argument, we see that z F a , k sn n q nqk q
1, 2, 3, . . . , so lim sup z F a , as required. If z G a for all large n, thenn q n q
in particular z G a and, by the right inequality, we see that z F z .n n nq1 n
Thus z is eventually non-increasing, so it has a limit}we are done.n
2. PROOF OF FACT 1
Since there is no danger of ambiguity, we will abbreviate VVol. to V.
Also, setting a s 0 and b s ` will simplify the notation without compro-
 .  .mising generality. Let us first deal with i . It is easy to see that all of x tn
are positive and non-decreasing in t. Hence, we will be done by showing
the following fact.
 .Fact 2. If x t is positive and non-decreasing for t G 0, then
t
k ky1V x t r V x t F . .  .  .  .
k
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Proof of Fact 2. Define operators A byk
tk ky1A x t [ krt ? x s s ds, t G 0, k s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .  .  .Hk
0
Note that the right hand side above is an average. Thus we have
sup A x s F sup x s . 10 .  .  .  .k
sFt sFt
In particular, A sends non-decreasing functions to non-decreasing ones.k
Also, a straightforward verification confirms that
t k
kV s ? A ( A ( ??? ( A . 11 .k ky1 1k!
In this way, we can write
Vk x t r Vky1 x t .  .  .  .
t
s A ( A ( ??? ( A x t r A ( ??? ( A x t . .  .  .  .k ky1 1 ky1 1k
 .  . .  . .Inequality 10 yields A ( A ( ??? ( A x t F A ( ??? ( A x t ,k ky1 1 ky1 1
and we conclude that
t
k ky1V x t r V x t F . .  .  .  .
k
 .We will deal with ii now. With no loss of generality we can assume that
 .x 0 ) 0. It is a routine to see that0
1 t k kt tky1 ky1kV x t s x s t y s ds s ? x s t y s ds. .  .  .  .  .  .H Hkk y 1 ! k! t . 0 0
 k . .k w xFor fixed t, the kernels krt t y s , s g 0, t , approximate the delta-
mass distribution concentrated at 0, so
t k
klim V x t ? x 0 s 1. 12 .  .  . .0 0 /k!kª`
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Hence, we have
lim Vkq1 x t r Vk x t .  . .  .0 0
kª`
t kq1 t k
s lim ? x 0 ? x 0 s 0. 13 .  .  .0 0 / /k q 1 ! k!kª`  .
 .Now, using binomial formula 5 , we can write
nn nyj jqkq1 l V x t . .js0 0 /j
kq1 kV x t r V x t s . .  . .  .n n nn nyj jqk l V x t . .js0 0 /j
 .Note that, due to 12 , for large enough k, all terms in the numerator and
the denominator are positive. This makes it possible to divide term by term
to get the estimates
n jqkq1V x t . .0 kq1 kmin F V x t r V x t .  . .  .n njqk 5V x tjs0  . .0
V jqkq1 x t .n  .0F max .jqk 5V x tjs0  . .0
 .  kq1 . .  k . .It follows by 13 that V x t r V x t converges to 0 uniformlyn n
in n, as k ª `.
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